
Abstract

Optical Music Recognition is the research field that investigates how to 
computationally read music notation from document images.  State-of-the-art  
technologies,  based  on  , typically follow an end-to-end approach that 
operates at the staff level; i.e., a single stage for completely processing the 
image of a single staff and retrieving the series of symbols that appear 
therein. This type of models demands a training set of sufficient size; 
however, the existence of many music manuscripts of reduced size questions 
the usefulness of this framework. In order to address such a drawback, we 
propose a sequential classification-based approach for music documents that 
processes sequentially the staff image. This is achieved by predicting, in the 
proper reading order, the symbol locations and their corresponding 
music-notation labels. Our experimental results report a noticeable 
improvement over previous attempts in scenarios of limited ground truth(for 
instance, decreasing the Symbol Error Rate from 70% to 37% with just 80 
training staves), while still attaining a competitive performance as the training 
set size increases.

Introduction

Optical Music Recognition is the research field that investigates how to 
computationally read music notation from document images. State-of-the-art 
technologies, based on Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks, typically 
follow an end-to-end approach that operates at the staff level; i.e., a single 
stage for completely processing the image of a single staff and retrieving the 
series of symbols that appear therein.

We find in the literature multiple approaches based on Convolutional 
Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN). A common one is that trained using the 
Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss  first used by Calvo-Zaragoza 
et al. [1].

This approach (CRNN-CTC) presents set of drawbacks: (i) it needs a 
considerable amount of data, making this approach unuseful in manuscripts 
of reduced size; and (ii) it is unstable when moving away from supervised 
learning, on techniques of domain adaptation, for instance.
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Approach

In order to simplify the OMR task, we developed an approach focused on 
predicting what symbol is being read and where the next one is.

In our approach we have 2 modules:

- Next-Symbol Prediction module
- Convolutional Neural Network for coordinate (x,y) regression
- Special Differentiable Spatial to Numerical Transform (DSNT) layer [2].

- Classification module
- Convolutional Neural Network for categorical classification
- Independent shape and height elements

Experiments

We trained with Captain corpus which contains 704 single-staff sections and 
17,112 running symbols with 53 shape different classes and 16 high positions. 
We performed a 5-fold cross-validation (60% train, 20% validation, 20% test). 
The corpus annotations includes the bounding box of each symbol. We 
assume the center of each bounding box as the symbol location.

The models we trained had the following configuration:
- Next Symbol Prediction module

- VGG16 or U-Net for the backbone
- Input size of 192x192

- Classification module
- LeNet5-alike architecture
- Input size of 200x200 for shape and 250x125 for height

We used Symbol Error Rate (SER) as the evaluation metric.

Results

For evaluating the effectiveness of the approach with small datasets, we 
performed an evaluation of the model with subsets of the corpus. In the 
following table, we compare the results of our model depending on the 
number of staves used in training and compares it with the baseline 
(CRNN-CTC). The table shows that our method performs better with small 
corpus and is close to the state-of-the-art results in bigger ones.
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